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1. Introduction
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with identity element over a field.

A is generalised uniserial if every primitive left ideal and every primitive right
ideal of A has only one compositions series. In the previous papers in this
series (6, 7) generalised uniserial algebras have been characterised as algebras
all of whose residue class algebras are of certain types. The purpose of this
paper is to extend the earlier results by showing that in order that A be
generalised uniserial it is sufficient to require weaker conditions on merely
a finite sequence of residue class algebras of A.

A primitive ideal Ae of A is called dominant if it is dual to some primitive
ideal fA. In a quasi-Frobenius algebra every primitive ideal is dominant and
an algebra is uniserial if all of its residue class algebras are quasi-Frobenius
(6). There are a number of types of algebras, more general than the quasi-
Frobenius, in which dominant ideals exist and in which every primitive ideal
is related in some way to the dominant ideals. (For details see (5) and (8).)
Tt is known (7) that an algebra A is generalised uniserial if and only if every
residue class algebra of A has a unique minimal faithful representation or,
equivalently, is a QF-3, algebra (one in which every primitive ideal is weakly
subordinate to a set of dominant ideals).

§ 2 contains the definitions and notations for the paper while in § 3 is
constructed a sequence of residue class algebras A{ of A by using the socles
of the dominant parts of the algebras. An algebra A is called dominant if
there exist dominant ideals in A. § 4 contains the main result of the paper,
namely, that A is generalised uniserial if every A{ is a dominant algebra. In
§ 5 is given an example to show that in order for A to be generalised uniserial
it is not sufficient that every A/N' be dominant, where N = Rad A.

2. Definitions and notations
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with identity element 1 over a field.

Let

1 = 1 I eu, (1)
i = I j = I

be a decomposition of the identity element into the sum of mutually orthogonal
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primitive idempotents such that eiS s ehk if and only if i = h. If e and / are
idempotents then e ^ / if and only if Ae s Af (or equivalently eA s //4).

ft
For i = 1, ..., n denote en by et and let £ , = E c,-,-. If e is any primitive

J = i

idempotent of A then the left ideal Ae is called dominant if there exists a
primitive idempotent/such that Ae is dual t o / 4 . If A has at least one dominant
left ideal (and hence at least one dominant right ideal) then A is called dominant.

As in a previous paper (9), for a given algebra A and a fixed decomposition
(1) let E = {/1 Aet is dominant} and let IT = {i | etA is dominant}. For these
choices of A and (1) let

D(A) = H Ae,j (2)
i e Z j = 1

and

D'{A)= £ E ««>*• (3)
ien j = 1

is called the left dominant part and £>'(A) the r/g/tf dominant part of /4
with respect to the decomposition (1).

Every primitive left ideal Ae is isomorphic to one and only one of the
Aet and every primitive right ideal is isomorphic to one and only one of the
e-tA. Thus, if A has a dominant left ideal Ae then there is some i such that
Aet is dominant and hence i e £. Hence, in the present notation, each of the
following is equivalent to A being quasi-Frobenius: E = {1, ..., «},
II = {1, ..., «}, D(A) = A, or D'(A) = A. Also, A is dominant if and only if
one of the following hold: E is not empty, n is not empty, D(A) # 0, or
D'(A) # 0. (We adopt the convention that D(A) = 0 if E is the empty set.)

In the case when A is dominant but not quasi-Frobenius the sets E and II
need not be equal but they must have the same order. For each / e E let p(j)
be the unique integer such that Aet is dual to epO)A. Then p: E->IT is a
bijection.

For any left ^-module M let S(M) denote the >4-socle of M, i.e., the sum
of all simple y4-submodules of M. Similarly let S(M') denote the ^4-socle of
a right ^-module M'. It is known (5) that if / e E then Ae{ (and hence each
Aei},j = 1, ...,fi) has only one minimal subideal and therefore S(Aet) is simple
as a left ideal.

From the properties of socles (see (2, p. 63), (8, § 5)) and equations (2)
and (3) it follows that

S(D(A)) = E £ S(AetJ) (4)

and

S(D'G4))= E E S(euA) (5)
i e n j = 1

and both sums are direct, (4) as a sum of left ^-modules and (5) as a sum of
right /4-modules.
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By applying earlier results, principally Lemmas 4 and 5 of (6), we obtain
the following: (a) for each / e E, S{Ae^A is a two-sided ideal and

S(Aet)A = £ S(Aeij) = U{S(Af)\AfA^ei} (6)
j = i

and
S(Ae,)A = AS(emA) (7)

(b) S(D(A)) is a two-sided ideal of A and

S(D(A)) = S(D'(A)). (8)
To prove (8), we use (4), (6), (7), the right dual of (6) and (5) as follows:

S(D(A)) = E Z S(Aeu) = £ S(AeM
ieZ j = 1 i e E

= £ 4S(ep(0A) = E I S(etJA) = S(D W
I'E£ iell j = 1

Thus, even though D(A) and D'(A) need not be equal their socles are.
Also (6) shows that S(D(A)) is independent of the choice of the decom-
position (1).

3. The sequence {As}

Definition 1. For any A let A* = A/S(D(A)), i.e., A* is the residue class
algebra of A with respect to the two-sided ideal S(D(A)), which is the socle
of the dominant part of A.

Definition 2. Let {/1;} be the sequence defined inductively:

A0=A;Al=Af-l= At-JSWAf-J), i ̂  1. (9)0=A;Al=Af-l

Definition 3. For each i ̂  1 let h^. Al-±-*Ai be the natural epimorphism
with ker h{ = S(D(Aj~i)). Let gt: A^*A{ be defined inductively:

0 i =K\ 9t = fii0t-u ' ^ 2 . (10)

Definition 4. Let the sequence {Z,} of two-sided ideals of A be as follows:

Z0 = {0}; Z, = kerflf,, i ^ 1. (11)

Lemma 1. For each i ̂  1,

^ / Z , s A,, ZJZ,. t s 5(Z)(^,_,)), (12)

and Zj /Zj . ! is semisimple both as a left /4-module and as a right /4-module.

Proof. Omitted.

The sequence {Zf} is an ascending sequence of two-sided ideals of A and
therefore there exists a positive integer m such that for all i ̂  w,

Z, = Zm; >*, = ^m, 5(£>(/f,.)) = S(Z)(/lm) = {0}. (13)

There are two possibilities that can occur, either Am = {0} or Am>{0}.

Lemma 2. If Am>{0} then A has a residue class algebra, namely A/Zm,
which is not dominant.
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Proof. If Am>{0) then since S(D(Am)) = {0}, Am is a non-zero algebra
with no dominant left or right ideals and hence Am is not a dominant algebra.
But, by (12), A/Zm s Am and thus, Zm is a proper two-sided ideal of A such
that A/Zm is not dominant.

4. Characterisation theorem
Theorem. If A is not generalised uniserial then Am is not dominant.

Proof. If A is not generalised uniserial there is a primitive idempotent e
such that either Ae or eA has more than one composition series. Let us
consider only the case where Ae has more than one composition series. Since,
as noted in § 2, there is some integer i such that Ae s Aeh we shall assume
that e is chosen to be this et.

Let Lo = {0}. Then, Lo is the trivial initial term in any composition series
for Ae. If Ae has only one minimal (non-zero) subideal let it be Ll. In this
case, every composition series for Ae would contain Lo and Lt as the first and
second terms. If for any integer h, h ^ 1, there are subideals Lo, L1; ..., Lh_1

of Ae which appear as the first h terms in every composition series of Ae and
if there is only one subideal L of Ae such that Lh_lcL and L/Lh_x is a simple
left yl-module then let Ln = L. Since, 4̂e is assumed to have more than one
composition series there is some smallest h such that Lh is not defined.

For this h let M = Lh.l. Thus, there exist subideals M' and M* of Ae
such that M' # M*, McM' , M d * and both Af/M and M*/M are simple
left yf-modules.

(a) Assume that there is some integer t such that McZ, and consider
the smallest such /. Let t = k— 1. Then M<=Zk_t and M<£Zk_2. Thus, from
(11) and (12), it follows that

gk-y(M) = 0, gk-2(M) * 0, ^_2(M)C^_2(Z4_,) . (14)

But <7fc-2(Z]t_i) = Zfc_1/Z*_2 and is a semi-simple left ,4-module and therefore,
by (14) gk-2(M) is also a semi-simple left ,4-module.

Since e was chosen as one of the et of the decomposition (1) and since the
constructions of § 3 are independent of (1), the results of Lemma I and equation
(4) give

AenZk_! = M (15)
and Ae/M = Ae/(AenZk^1) = gk-x{Ae) ^ A - i e ' where e' is a primitive
idempotent of /4t_,.

But, considered as a primitive left ideal of Ak_1, Ae/M has more than one
minimal subideal, i.e., both M'/M and M*\M are minimal subideals of Ae/M
and hence neither M'/M nor M*/Mcan be contained in S(D(Ak_1J). Thus,

^/MnS(D(^_1)) = {0}. (16)
Therefore, by Lemma 1 and (15), [Ae/(Zk-lnAe)]n[ZJZk-1'] = {0} and
hence [y4e/(Zt_1n,4e)]n[04enZt)/04enZit_1)] = {0}. Thus,

,.,) = {0},
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and
AenZk = AenZk-i. (17)

Therefore Ae/M ^ gk^l{Ae) ^ gk(Ae). Inductively, it follows that for any
r>k

9kAe) s gk(Ae) s Ae/M. (18)
Thus, in each Ar, for /•>£, there is a left ideal isomorphic to Ae/M and hence
y4r # {0}. In particular, the Am of (13) is not zero and hence Am is not
dominant.

(b) A-ssume that there exists no k such that M<^Zk. Then Zm ¥= A and
A/Zm # {0} and thus Am / {0} and Am is not dominant.

Corollary. /4 is generalised uniserial if and only if for all n, A/Zn is a dominant
algebra.

The corollary generalises the earlier result [7] that A is generalised uniserial
if and only if every residue class algebra of A is QF-3>(UMFR). An algebra
is QF-3 if every primitive ideal is weakly subordinate to a set of dominant
ideals or, equivalently if it has a unique minimal faithful representation
(UMFR). Thus every QF-7> algebra is a dominant algebra. However the
converse is false.

5. Example
Let A be the set of all matrices of the form in (19)

(19)

where the a; are taken from a field F. Then the set of matrices of the form
(19) with all but the first column zero is a dominant left ideal of A and hence,
A is a dominant algebra. On the other hand, the set of matrices of the form
(19) with all but the third column zero form a primitive left ideal of A which
is neither dominant nor weakly subordinate to any set of dominant ideals
of A. Therefore A is not a QF-3 algebra.

In studying an algebra it is often useful to study the residue class algebra
A/N' where N is the radical of A. Since imposing conditions on all of the
A/N' often imposes very strong conditions on A itself, it might be conjectured
that requiring that each A/N' be dominant might be sufficient to imply that A
is generalised uniserial. However, this is false, as is shown by the example
(19). The radical of A in this case, is the set of all matrices of the form in (20)

(20)

ai

as
0
0
0

0
a2
0
0
0

0
0
a3

a6
a,

0
0
0
a*
0

0
0
0
0
a

0
as
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
a6

a.

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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and N2 = 0. But A/N and A/N2 are both dominant but A is not generalised
uniserial; the primitive ideal composed of the matrices with all columns zero
but the third has more than one composition series.

Thus, in particular, the result (3, Lemma) that a QF-3 algebra A with
N2 = 0 is generalised uniserial cannot be generalised by replacing the QF-3
condition by one assuming that A is dominant.
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